
1968 Tour Lesson Plan 
 
Titles of Works:  
 
Hans Breder: “Homage to Chicago” 
Barnett Newman Lace Curtain for Mayor Daley” 
Roy Lichtenstein “Pistol” 
James Rosenquist “Mayor Daley” 
 
State how these objects relate to the theme or focus of the tour:  
 
These objects will be used to give an overview of the art and politics of the tumultuous 
year of 1968.  These objects provide insight into artistic movements, political beliefs and 
responses, and cultural landscape of this time.  
 
• Start with Violence as trend in US 

o Lichenstein- Gun Violence (RFK, MLK, A W all shot 1968, JFK shot before) 
o Warhol- Race Riot- Administration VS People 
o Vietnam War- Robert Donley- active in antiwar protests/ Ms Napalm 

 58,000 eventually dead/ draft 
 Tet Offensive (Jan 68)/ Mai Lai Massacre (March 68-murder of 500 

civilians)/ Napalm 
• “Portraits of LBJ” Richard Gray Gallery 

Opened 1967, this show represented 27 Chicago artists in response to a 
controversy where LBJ rejected his official state portrait by NM artist Peter Hurd.  
This exhibition provided left-leaning artists a chance to satirize LBJ who was 
being increasingly criticized for his expansion of the Vietnam War. (By May of 
1967 LBJ’s approval rating had dropped so low that he decided not to seek re-
election.)  This was the first local art show to take the late 1960s political crisis as 
its subject.  

• 1968 as a very big year 
o Chicago DNC 

 Daley had vowed to maintain stability in his city during the DNC at 
any cost/ denied public permits for marches and demonstrations and 
called for reinforcements from the US Army and National Guard.  He 
later surrounded the convention grounds with barbed wire.   

 Many antiwar demonstrators were represented at the convention, 
including Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), the National 
Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam (MOBE) and the 
Youth International Society (Yippies). (about 10,000 in all)  

 On August 25th police began nightly raids in Lincoln Park to prohibit 
protestors from camping. Eventually police and protestors clashed and 
police used Mace, clubs and motorcycles to hold off protestors (who 
had rocks and bottles). The police eventually turned on the media, and 
Chicago was later described to be in a “Police Riot”- 600 arrested.  

 Later came trial of Chicago 10 



o Elections, Student Protests/ Riots, Race Riots, Vietnam War 
• “Richard J. Daley,” Richard Feigen Gallery 

o After the 1968 DNC, the artist Claes Oldenburg cancelled his one-man show 
at Feigen’s gallery arguing, “a gentle one-man show about pleasure seems a 
bit obscene in the present context.  Instead Oldenburg helped Feigen organize 
the “Richard J Daley Exhibition,” a protest show to break the two-year artistic 
boycott announced in the NYT (in response to riots) that would have shut 
down the city’s cultural establishments- Artists like Newman pulled their 
work from the AIC in protest 

o This show gave outraged artists a place to register their dissent, and this 
political engagement of Chicago artists stood in strong contrast to the larger 
aesthetic and critical debates of the 1960s re/ the future course of modernism 
and the distance between art and social concerns.  Almost 50 artists 
participated, with many works directly referencing Mayor Daley and the 
political climate.  (Oldenburg later exhibited “Constructions, Models, and 
Drawings” in Spring 1969 as a more critical examination if Chicago and 
Mayor Daley, rather than the originally intended celebration of the artist’s 
home city.) 

• Forty Years Later- Overlaps and Pertinance 
o Iraq War and Vietnam both unpopular 

♣ Abuses of Army- Abu Graib VS Mai Lai 
o Election year 
o Unpopular president in office- texas/ corruption 

• Artists and Politics 
o Sometimes political response in aesthetic and work reflects violence, 

frustration, irreverence toward political figures 
o Sometimes artists engage politically without altering work, but are still 

personally involved 
o Minimalism at that time considered: 

♣ A response to WW2 where everything is too confusing and conflicted 
to be rendered figuratively 

♣ Formal properties of minimalism seemed utopian and puritanical (and 
uninvolved with the world) 

♣ Painting and art meant no illusion/ allusion- Not 3D and not symbolic 
♣ Art as its own definition 

o Pop Art 
♣ Criticism of high art of minimalism/ ab ex 
♣ Embrace commercialism, postwar material abundance, madison 

avenue 
♣ Art about sign-systems- art with pre-coded material 

o Art of Conscience- Kuspit- “not to deny the validity of art of pure form, but 
only to note that modernist art of conscience uses its technique to better 
advantage, making style count in a more aesthetic way. Of course for many 
people a disinterested sensation, aesthetic purity is the be all and end all of 
art… There is a practical pressure to find an art that can bypass the increasing 



inertia of purist production and the ensuing ennui it evokes.” “Modernism 
cannot always be humane.” 

o  
Objectives: What do you want students to know and/or what do you want them to be 
able to have experienced through working with this object? 
 
1. Students/ visitors will understand that these objects represent an overall social response 
to the ongoing political upheaval in the United States during the Vietnam War and 
political upheaval.   
2. Students/ visitors will understand the significance of political art/ pop art as a shift 
from minimalism and abstract expressionism that sought to disengage aesthetic forms 
from specific messages.  
3. Students/ visitors will develop an awareness of the national and Chicago-focused art/ 
political worlds at this time (LBJ show VS Chicago Daley Show/ National Anti-war 
protests VS 1968 convention) 
4.  Students will see that irreverent humor and graphic depictions of violence (to 
represent political view of artist) were both used as forms of protest. 
 
Discussion Questions 
1. Is anyone familiar with what was happening both nationally and specifically in 
Chicago in the late 1960s?  

• Vietnam War, Vietnam War Protests, Tet Offensive, 1968 Convention, LBJ, 
Mayor Daley I 

2.  Does anyone know what types of art were being made at this time?  
• Ab Ex of post WW2/ Minimalism of 1960s- thought that art could not/ should not 

have political message or figural forms- either very emotional and specific to 
artist in Ab Ex or very aesthetically driven and no emotion of minimalism 

• Changes with Pop Art that brings imagery back to Art forms- specifically imagery 
and methods appropriated from mass media sources that the public can identify. 
This art sometimes used images for emotional response or to make political 
statement, etc.  

3.  Does anyone see any difference between this (a violent image) compared to what we 
just saw (irreverent humor)? How do both styles engage the viewer? What do they say 
about the subject? 
 
Transition:  Indicate what you would say to connect this object to the next object on the 
tour. 
(Eh) 
 
Props: Image of abstract expressionist work (could use Motherwell which was included 
in the show as political support, without changing style or message of art object). 
 
Vocabulary 
Abstract expressionism 
Minimalism 
Pop Art 



 
Quick Info on Objects 
 

  
1. Hans Breder 
American, b. Germany, 1935 
Homage to Chicago, 1968 
Aluminum and plexiglass 
31 ½ x 14 x 14 inches (base) 
3 x 3 x 3 ½ inches (cube) 
Collection of the artist  
 
How would one describe this work of art? Iconographic/ Stylistic/ Material& 
Technical Features: 
Minimalism was a term used to describe a “style characterized by an impersonal 
austerity, plain geometric configurations, and industrially processed materials. Three-
dimensional minimalism tended to share certain features: geometric forms and use of 
industrial materials, modern technology such as fluorescent lights.  Minimalists often 
created simple modular and serial arrangements of forms.” (Grove Art Online) The artist 
has shot this perfect minimalist sculpture with a bullet, shattering its perfect surface and 
imbuing it with a political message.  
Why was it made/Cultural Context? 
This piece is titled “Homage to Chicago,” and was included in the 1968 show protesting 
the violence that Daley used to contain anti-war protesters during the 1968 convention. 
Essentially this piece implies that violence has shot through the aesthetics of modernism, 
resulting in something imperfect and political.  
Who was the Artist? 
Hans Breder was born in Germany but moved to the US in 1964 and began making 
modern minimalist sculptures (he originally painted). He now works at the University of 
Iowa and founded their Intermedia Department. 
 
 
2. Roy Lichtenstein 
American, 1923-1997 
Pistol, 1964 
82 x 49 inches 
Stenn Family Collection, Chicago, Illinois 
 



 
 
How would one describe this work of art? Iconographic/ Stylistic/ Material& 
Technical Features: 
This piece of fiber artwork depicts a large gun being pointed at the viewer.  The surface 
of the hand alludes to screen-printing as a form of mass production, but the dots are 
actually all sewn in. This work resembles much of Lichtenstein’s work in that it alludes 
to screen print and comic- book like imagery, but it is actually very tediously rendered.  
Why was it made/Cultural Context? 
This piece was used on the cover of time magazine about violence in America, and is so 
large and direct that it is impossible to ignore- goes along with beliefs about violence in 
the US at this time. 
Who was the Artist? 
Hans Breder was born in Germany but moved to the US in 1964 and began making 
modern minimalist sculptures (he originally painted). He now works at the University of 
Iowa and founded their Intermedia Department. 
 
3. Barnett Newman 
American, 1905-1970 
Lace Curtain for Mayor Daley, 1968 
Cor-ten steel, galvanized barbed wire, and enamel paint 
70 x 48 x 10 inches 
Art Institute of Chicago, Gift of Annalee Newman 
 



  
Stylistic features? 
This work consists of barbed wire in the form of a square.  The viewer can see through 
the large space and situates himself or herself as if looking through a window. The frame 
of the window is splattered in red paint and was initially situated in the middle of the 
gallery in the 1968 protest show. At this point Newman was working in sculpture, having 
already established himself as painter in abstract expressionist style.  This piece visually 
references the barbed wire placed on the top of the police cars during the protest (looked 
just like this!) 
Why was this made? 
This work was created as a response to Mayor Daley’s anti-Semitic heckling of former 
Connecticut Senator Abraham Ribicoff on the floor of the 1968 DNC.  The sharp rigidity 
of the physical piece is ironically at odds with the softness of the titular lace, and 
formally references the barbed wire barriers placed on the front of government vehicles 
to control the protesting crowd. This piece also alludes to the “lace curtain Irish”- a 
pejorative term signaling working-class origins, and so counters Daley’s racial slur in 
kind. 
Who was the artist? 
Barnett Newman was a major exponent of abstract expressionism (not gestural action 
painting but intellectual). “He explained that the world historical crisis then had rendered 
traditional subject-matter and styles invalid, necessitating the search for a new, awesome 
content appropriate to the moment.”  (Grove Art Online) More generally, his 
identification of art’s transcendent core with the ‘pure idea’ or ‘symbol’ has an idealist 
flavor. Yet a lifelong anarchism underlay the assertion that free human creativity, as 
manifest in the artistic act itself, was a primeval urge whereby human beings gained 
control over, and so redeemed, a tragic world. Such statements helped establish Newman 
as an unofficial spokesman for the emergent Abstract Expressionist avant-garde. (Zips) 
Barnett Newman initially asked that his work be removed from a 1968 show at the AIC 
in protest to Mayor Daley’s use of police brutality at the convention.  
 
 



4. James Rosenquist 
American, b. 1933 
Mayor Daley, 1968 
Oil on aluminum panel and Mylar 
34 ½ x 24 1/8 inches 
Collection of the artist 
 

 
 
How would one describe this work of art? Iconographic/ Stylistic/ Material& 
Technical Features: 
This piece consists of a pink silk-screened image of Mayor Daley that has been 
suspended from a hanger on the top. The piece has been sectioned into one-inch strips 
that pull apart by movement, so that the viewer’s fist could distort the face of the Mayor.  
 
Why was it made/Cultural Context? 
This was also made specifically for the Mayor Daley Show. 
 
Who was the Artist? 
James Rosenquist is an American painter, printmaker and sculptor who is associated with 
pop art (made a living as a billboard painter in the 1950s), and sometimes used surrealist 
imagery. His work shared typical pop subject matter (sex, consumerism) with Andy 
Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein, but he imposed himself in the work through disruption and 
overt political messages.  
 
Motherwell 
 
Robert Donley 
 


